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Infants have difficulty transferring information between 2D and 3D sources. The current study extends Zack, Barr, Gerhardstein, Dickerson & Meltzoff’s
(2009) touch screen imitation task to examine whether the addition of specific language cues significantly facilitates 15-month-olds’ transfer of learning
between touch screens and real-world 3D objects. The addition of two kinds of linguistic cues (object label plus verb or nonsense name) did not elevate
action imitation significantly above levels observed when such language cues were not used. Language cues hindered infants’ performance in the
3D ﬁ 2D direction of transfer, but only for the object label plus verb condition. The lack of a facilitative effect of language is discussed in terms of competing cognitive loads imposed by conjointly transferring information across dimensions and processing linguistic cues in an action imitation task at this
age.
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INTRODUCTION
Imitation from television has been documented in infants (e.g.,
Barr & Hayne, 1999; Barr, Muentener & Garcia, 2007; McCall,
Parke & Kavanaugh, 1977; Meltzoff, 1988). Nonetheless, transfer
of learning from 2-dimensional (2D) sources to real world,
3-dimensional (3D) objects present a significant challenge for
infants. It has been widely documented that infants learn less from
2D sources (e.g., television) than from live, face-to-face interactions with real objects and people (e.g., Barr & Hayne, 1999;
Meltzoff, Kuhl, Movellan & Sejnowski, 2009; Simcock & DeLoache, 2006; Zack, Barr, Gerhardstein, Dickerson & Meltzoff,
2009). In certain situations, language cues have been found to
ameliorate the ‘transfer deficit’ from 2D sources in tasks involving
imitative learning during infancy (Barr, 2010; Barr & Wyss,
2008; Seehagen & Herbert, 2010; Simcock & DeLoache, 2006;
Simcock, Garrity & Barr, 2011). For example, Seehagen and Herbert (2010) found that narration enhances 18-month-olds’ imitation from television relative to empty labels.
In the second year of life infants begin to rapidly map nouns
from an infant-directed speech stream to objects (Bloom & Markson, 1998; Booth & Waxman, 2003; Carey & Bartlett, 1978; KayRaining Bird & Chapman, 1998; Pruden, Hirsh-Pasek, Golinkoff
& Hennon, 2006). Naming is a way to increase the salience of
object properties and object similarities early in development
(Waxman, 2008). Researchers using measures other than imitation
have reported that language cues enhance infant transfer from 2D
sources to 3D objects in object identification tasks (e.g., Allen &
Scofield, 2010; Ganea, Bloom Pickard & DeLoache, 2008; Preissler & Carey, 2004; Scofield & Williams, 2009). Ganea et al.
(2008), for example, used a forced choice procedure to examine
15- and 18-month-old infants’ transfer of object identification
between 2D picture book images and 3D objects (or vice versa)
when a nonsense label (e.g., ‘blicket’) was provided. The infants’
task was to identify which novel object was the ‘blicket’ across
the dimensional shift: Infants succeeded at pointing out the

‘blicket’, regardless of transfer direction. Scofield and Williams
(2009), using a word-learning object selection task, demonstrated
that 2-year-olds are able to learn and extend novel labels (e.g.,
“This is a fep”) presented on video via voiceover to novel video
exemplars that differ in size and color.
One innovation of a recent transfer of learning study from 3D to
2D (and vice versa) was the combination of touch screen technology with a test of action imitation (Zack et al., 2009). This study
first established that 15-month-old infants imitate pushing a virtual
2D button after viewing demonstrations on a 2D touch screen
image and also imitate pushing a real 3D button following demonstrations on a 3D object. The crucial next test showed that infants
pushed a 2D virtual button following demonstrations on a 3D
object and vice versa – in other words, infants transferred the learning about actions across dimensions at above-baseline levels, with
no differences as a function of the direction of transfer. Importantly,
however, infants produced significantly fewer target actions in both
cross-dimensional transfer conditions (2D ﬁ 3D, 3D ﬁ 2D) in
comparison to infants’ performance in both within-dimension
(2D ﬁ 2D, 3D ﬁ 3D) conditions (which did not differ).
Zack et al. (2009) proposed that poor representational flexibility provides a likely basis for the decrement in performance
encountered in the task involving the transfer of information
across dimensions. This explanation suggests that infant memory
performance is enhanced by the precision of the match between
the cues present at the time of encoding and retrieval. A mismatch of cues at the time of retrieval negatively impacts infant
performance (Hayne, 2006). A decrease in the matching cues,
due to the difference in dimensionality (and the concurrent sensory-perceptual changes caused by this difference), might have
reduced infants’ ability to retrieve the representation of the initial
display and to transfer the relevant information to another dimension in the Zack et al. (2009) study. In the present work, we
increased the number of available cues by adding specific verbal
cues during encoding and retrieval to examine the effect of
increasing cues on transfer of learning across 2DM3D sources.
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The present study extended Zack et al.’s (2009) touch screen
imitation procedure and added either a nonsense name (e.g., Dax),
or object label (e.g., cow) plus verb (push) in the transfer task
(2D ﬁ 3D, 3D ﬁ 2D). For the nonsense name conditions, we
chose to name the objects / images with a nonsense proper noun
(e.g., “This is Dax”) rather than a nonsense count noun (e.g.,
“This is a Dax”) because we did not want to confuse children by
substituting a novel count noun for a word that they may already
know (e.g., cow). To facilitate comparisons across the original
Zack et al. work and the current one, we used language that was
similar in length to the empty language cues provided during
demonstrations in the Zack et al. (2009) study. For example,
“Isn’t that fun?” was transformed into “Isn’t Dax fun?” in the
current nonsense name condition (for similar rationales see Barr
& Wyss, 2008; Ganea et al., 2008; Herbert & Hayne, 2000;
Scofield & Williams, 2009). For the object label + verb condition,
we used the appropriate count noun to label the object (e.g., cow)
and did not embed the object label or verb in a sentence to make
the cue as simple as possible. Herbert (2011) found that providing
a label (i.e., “Look a puppet”) coupled with words for the actions
(i.e., “Off. Shake. On.”) increased 12- and 15-month-olds’ imitation on a 3D ﬁ 3D generalization task compared to when empty
language cues were provided during demonstration (e.g., “Did
you see that?”) and test (i.e., “Here he is”). Thus, in the current
study, in addition to using an English word (e.g., “cow”) to label
the object, the experimenter said the word “push” during the demonstration to draw attention to the target action itself (Baldwin &
Markman, 1989; Childers & Tomasello, 2006; Golinkoff &
Hirsh-Pasek, 2006).
Prior research using multiple paradigms suggests that infants are
successful in extracting and mapping linguistic labels early in the
second year of life (e.g., Barr & Wyss, 2008; Ganea et al., 2008;
Herbert, 2011; Herbert & Hayne, 2000; Kay-Raining Bird &
Chapman, 1998; Pruden et al., 2006; Simcock et al., 2011;
Waxman, 2008). The addition of specific linguistic cues (nonsense
names, object labels, verbs) might, therefore, facilitate transfer of
action imitation across dimension. However, Herbert and Hayne
(2000) found that nonsense language cues did not aid 18-montholds’ imitation when 3D objects were perceptually different (e.g.,
different color, but functionally equivalent) following a 24-hour
delay between demonstration and test. Importantly, transfer of an
observed action from a real object to a touch screen and vice versa
presents an additional cognitive challenge not involved in typical
tests of language comprehension – acting on a 2D representation
and 3D object in the same way, treating them as functionally
equivalent as measured by the actions taken on them. It therefore
remains an open question as to whether linguistic cues would assist
in a touch screen task using action imitation as a response measure,
and if so, which linguistic cues would be of most assistance.

METHOD
Participants
The participants were 71 (30 male) 15- to 16-month-old (M =
15 months, 17 days, SD = 15.8 days) full-term healthy infants. Infants
and their parents were recruited through commercially available records,
childcare centers, and by word of mouth in the Washington DC metro
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area. Participants were White (n = 61), Latino (n = 3), African-American
(n = 2), Asian (n = 1), and of mixed race/ethnicity (n = 4). The majority
of infants were from middle- to upper-class families (socioeconomic status (SES) M = 78.7, SD = 13.7, 93% reporting), using the criteria
advanced by Nakao and Treas (1992), and highly educated
(M = 17.6 years, SD = 1.1, 98.6% reporting). Six additional infants were
excluded from the final sample due to equipment failure (n = 2), experimenter error (n = 1), or failure to touch the stimuli during the test phase
(n = 3).

Design
Infants were randomly assigned to one of six groups: nonsense name 2D
demo ﬁ 3D test (n = 12), nonsense name 3D demo ﬁ 2D test (n = 12),
object label + verb 2D demo ﬁ 3D test (n = 16), object label + verb
3D demo ﬁ 2D test (n = 17), 3D baseline control (n = 7), and 2D baseline control (n = 7). The 3D baseline control and 2D baseline control
groups were used to assess the spontaneous production of the target
actions in the absence of the demonstration.
Using a partial replication approach, pooled 3D baseline and pooled
2D baseline groups were created by including 10 additional, agematched, baseline control infants (five infants in each group) that used
the same stimuli and experimental procedures as in the original touch
screen study (Zack et al., 2009). These infants did not see a demonstration of the target actions prior to the test. There was no difference
between the baseline scores of the current baseline groups and the previously collected baseline data t(20) = 1.31, p = 0.21; therefore these data
were collapsed for subsequent analyses.
We also conducted a cross-experiment comparison, using data from
the transfer dimension (2D ﬁ 3D, 3D ﬁ 2D) empty language cue conditions published in Zack et al. (2009). Twenty-four additional
15-month-old infants (12 infants in each transfer dimension group) were
included in the cross-experiment analysis (reproduced with permission
from British Journal of Developmental Psychology  The British Psychological Society 2009). Participants were recruited by the same laboratory in the same location for the present study and by Zack et al. (2009).

Apparatus, experimental set-up, and procedure
The non-commercially available stimuli, experimental set-up, and procedure were identical to those reported in Zack et al. (2009) for the transfer
dimension (2D ﬁ 3D, 3D ﬁ 2D) conditions, except that the language
cues provided were different. Zack et al. (2009) created 3D objects (e.g.,
bus, fire truck, cow, and duck) out of button boxes and depicted an
image of those objects on a touch screen (see Figure 1). Pressing a “virtual button” on the touch screen image produced the same sound as
pressing a real button on the 3D object: the cow mooed, the duck
quacked, the bus honked, and the fire truck produced a siren. Infants
were visited in their homes; every child saw one vehicle and one animal
stimulus (e.g., bus/cow) and order was counterbalanced across stimuli.
The 3D object or 2D touch screen was placed on a lap table (61 wide ·
32 tall · 37.5 cm deep) on the floor; this table was used as the demonstration and test surface for all conditions (see Figure 1). Children sat on
a child-sized step stool or their caregiver’s lap.
Demonstration period. The experimenter demonstrated the target action
six times in succession for each stimulus by extending the index finger
and reaching across the front of the stimulus to push a real button on a
3D object or a virtual button on a 2D touch screen to produce a sound
(e.g., pushing the real or virtual button on the cow produced a mooing
sound). For the nonsense name conditions, the experimenter provided the
word “Dax” or “Modi” (e.g., “This is my friend Dax”; see Table 1)
before performing the target action. The nonsense label phrases were
delivered in the same order for all infants. The labels “Dax” and “Modi”
were counterbalanced across stimuli. For the object label + verb conditions, the experimenter labeled each stimulus with the appropriate English word (i.e., cow, duck, fire truck, or bus) at the beginning of each
demonstration. In addition, the experimenter said the word “push” just
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(b)

(a)

Fig. 1. Example of an infant producing the correct target action on (a) the real 3D duck button box and (b) the 2D duck image depicted on the touch
screen. The touch screen image for all stimuli was equated in size to the real 3D object.

Table 1. Nonsense name phrases provided during the demonstration and
test periods for the transfer (2D ﬁ 3D, 3D ﬁ 2D) conditions
Demonstration (Dax)

Test (Dax)

This is my friend DAX
Isn’t DAX fun?
Let’s see how DAX works
What did DAX do?
DAX is a nice toy
One more time with DAX

Look, here’s my friend DAX again
Can you show me how DAX works?

infants (n = 11) tested in the object label + verb conditions were reported
to have the word “push” in their receptive vocabulary.

RESULTS

Note: The word “Modi” was substituted for “Dax” during the
demonstration and test periods for the second stimulus.

before pressing the button during each demonstration. The demonstration
period was on average 34.53 s (SD = 3.35) per stimulus for the 3D
objects and 36.13 s (SD = 4.08) per stimulus for the 2D touch screen
images. Small variations in the demonstration times were due to occasional interruptions in the household (e.g., dog barking), technical problems on the touch screen, or infant fussiness. Infants in the baseline
control groups did not participate in the demonstration phase. Rather,
they were shown the test stimuli for the first time during the test phase.
Test period. The test period was identical to Zack et al. (2009) except
that the experimenter prompted infants in the transfer conditions. In the
nonsense name condition, the experimenter said the phrase, “Look,
here’s my friend Dax again. Can you show me how Dax works?” (see
Table 1). In the object label + verb condition, the experimenter only provided the object label (e.g., bus) at the beginning of the test period. In
the baseline control condition, the experimenter said, “Now it’s your
turn”. Infants were given 30 s from time of first touch of the 3D object
or 2D touch screen to imitate the target action on each stimulus. Stimuli
were presented in the same order as during the demonstration for the
experimental transfer groups.
Scoring. For each test trial, a primary coder scored if the infant pressed
the button within 30 s from the time of first touch (score = 1) or not
(score = 0). We created an imitation score by averaging across the two
stimuli to yield a single averaged score (range of 0–1). A secondary
coder scored 55% of the sessions; interobserver reliability was 96%
(j = 0.90).
Language inventory. Caregivers (n = 70) completed the infant short-form
version of the MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory (CDI)
Level I, an 89-word checklist of words their infant understands and
understands and says (Fenson, Pethick, Renda, Cox, Dale & Reznick,
2000). Infants’ percentile rank for receptive language ability was within
expected norms for the 15- to 16-month-old age range (M = 46.2,
SD = 28.16). In addition, 46% of infants tested with the bus, 53% tested
with the fire truck, 59% tested with the cow, and 43% tested with the
duck were reported to understand the corresponding word. Only 33% of

Preliminary analyses revealed that infant sex, test stimuli, and
nonsense name type (i.e., Dax or Modi) did not produce any significant main effects or enter into any interactions. Infants’ percentile rank for receptive vocabulary, as measured by the CDI,
was not significantly related to infant transfer performance. These
variables were therefore collapsed across all subsequent analyses.
An initial examination of the mean baseline imitation scores
showed a different pattern of results for the 2D test (M = 0.21) and
3D test (M = 0.04) conditions. Therefore, we created difference
scores to equate for the higher mean in the 2D test baseline group
(cf., Brito, Barr, McIntyre & Simcock, 2011 for a similar approach).
A difference score was calculated for each participant by subtracting the mean of the corresponding test dimension baseline from
each participant’s imitation score. Thus, baseline levels were incorporated into the difference scores, which enabled us to make direct
comparisons across the specific and empty language cue groups.
The primary goal of the study was to examine the effect of
the presence of specific language cues on infants’ imitation during
the response period (test), relative to infants’ transfer during the
response period in the absence of specific language cues. We compared the difference scores from the specific language cue conditions in the current study with the difference scores from the empty
language cue transfer conditions reported by Zack et al. (2009),
who used the identical apparatus and age of participants. This crossexperiment analysis allowed us to examine whether the infants in
the current test of specific language cues (nonsense name, object
label + verb) performed better than infants who only heard empty
language (“Isn’t that fun?”) as reported in Zack et al. (2009). A
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using the six groups
(2D ﬁ 3D nonsense name, 3D ﬁ 2D nonsense name, 2D ﬁ 3D
object label + verb, 3D ﬁ 2D object label + verb, 2D ﬁ 3D empty
language, 3D ﬁ 2D empty language) revealed a main effect of
condition, F(5, 75) = 2.83, p = 0.02. Post-hoc Tukey tests revealed
that the 3D ﬁ 2D object label + verb group performed significantly
worse than the 2D ﬁ 3D object label + verb and 2D ﬁ 3D empty
language cue groups (see Table 2). No group given a specific language cue performed significantly better than the empty language
cue groups: Overall, the addition of an object label plus verb or a
nonsense name during demonstration and test did not facilitate
transfer performance above that of empty language cues.
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Table 2. Mean difference scores for language cue conditions as a function of test stimulus dimension
2D test

3D test

Condition

n

Mdiff (SD)

95% CI

n

Mdiff (SD)

95% CI

Nonsense name
Object label plus verb
Empty language

12
17
12

0.25 (0.45)
–0.06 (0.23)a
0.21 (0.33)

[-.04, 0.54]
[–0.18, 0.06]
[0.00, 0.42]

12
16
12

0.25 (0.33)
0.30 (0.35)b
0.33 (0.31)b

[0.04, 0.46]
[0.11, 0.49]
[0.14, 0.53]

Notes: CI = confidence interval. Data reported for the Empty language cue condition is from Zack et al. (2009). Mean difference scores with different
subscripts are significantly different from each other.

Additional chi-square analyses examined whether infants
whose receptive vocabulary contained the specific object label
used in the study (e.g., cow) were more likely to show successful
imitative transfer for that specific object/image during test. There
was no relationship between infant’s comprehension of the object
label and transfer success for the 3D specific language cue groups,
v2(1, N = 54) v = 0.00, p = 1.0, or for the 2D specific language
cue groups, v2 (1, N = 58) v = 0.48, p = 0.49. Fisher’s exact tests
also revealed that there was no relationship between infant’s comprehension of the verb “push” and transfer success in the object
label + verb 3D test (p = 1.0) or 2D test (p = 0.28) conditions.

DISCUSSION
We examined whether the addition of specific language cues
would significantly boost imitation in the transfer conditions
(2D ﬁ 3D, 3D ﬁ 2D) above that reported in Zack et al. (2009).
The addition of an object label + verb or a nonsense name did not
facilitate infant transfer above the performance levels reported for
the empty language cue conditions in Zack et al. (2009) in either
transfer direction. Infants remained far from reaching the withindimension imitation performance (2D ﬁ 2D, 3D ﬁ 3D) found
by Zack et al. (2009). Furthermore, examination of infant CDI
receptive vocabulary measures showed that even those infants
who understood the object labels or infants with higher receptive
language ability did not show increased ability to transfer across
dimension at this age (of course, this does not preclude such a language effect at older ages).
The findings also revealed a difference in infant transfer performance based on the direction of transfer and type of language cue
provided in the current study. Infants exhibited similar levels of
transfer across the specific and empty language cue conditions,
except for the 3D ﬁ 2D object label + verb condition. The addition of the object label plus verb hindered infants’ performance in
one direction (3D ﬁ 2D) but not the other (2D ﬁ 3D). We do
not have a ready explanation for this particular effect. One possibility is that the mismatch in verbal cues provided during demonstration and test (i.e., the experimenter only said “push” during
the demonstration) coupled with being tested with a contextually
less familiar stimulus (i.e., the touch screen) was confusing to
some infants. Infants might have assumed that the novel 2D touch
screen did not work in the same way in the absence of the verbal
action prompt. In the nonsense name conditions, however, infants
heard the action prompt “Can you show me how Dax works?”,
perhaps suggesting that the touch screen could be acted upon. The
original touch screen test (Zack et al., 2009) contained no such
mismatch in verbal cues between demonstration and test and

found no difference in transfer between dimensions as a function
of direction. This finding and line of reasoning requires additional
empirical investigation.
Overall, these results were somewhat surprising. Labeling has
been found to facilitate categorization, inductive inference, imitation, and generalization in infants as young as 12 months (e.g.,
Booth & Waxman, 2002, 2003; Graham, Kilbreath & Welder,
2004; Waxman, 2008; Waxman & Lidz, 2006), so why did these
language cues not facilitate transfer on the touch screen action
imitation task? One possibility is that the specific language cues
created an additional cognitive load in an already difficult representational task, that is, at best language cues failed to facilitate
transfer and at worst may have interfered with transfer. For example, Barr, Shuck, Salerno, Atkinson, and Linebarger (2010)
argued that the addition of background music created additional
cognitive load, thereby disrupting 6- to 18-month-old infants’
ability to encode actions presented in a video demonstration. Similarly, cognitive overload may have also been intensified by the
addition of specific language cues in the current study, requiring
additional processing over and above understanding the 2D stimulus and representing the actions demonstrated. Other theorists
have argued there is a high demand on cognitive resources during
symbol use (DeLoache, 1991, 1995) and a high demand on cognitive resources to process language cues at this age (e.g., Fernald,
McRoberts & Swingley, 2001). In the present study, the language
cues might not have improved infant transfer because infants were
asked to use a symbol (language) in conjunction with another
symbol (2D image). Furthermore, the 2D image was a novel 2D
touch screen interface that they most likely had not encountered
before.
An alternate explanation is that linguistic processing was taxed
by both language cue conditions but in different ways. The nonsense name “Dax” was embedded in a complex phrase and its
placement within the phrase varied (first, middle, or final position)
across demonstrations. Word placement can influence 15-montholds’ ability to recognize a word (Fernald et al., 2001). Presenting
the novel proper noun at alternating parts of the sentence, for
example, might be more taxing to young infants because they
need to ignore the other auditory information while also mapping
the word to the referent at different time points (Plunkett, 2006).
Thus, our phrases using the nonsense names may have been too
complex to aid transfer and boost performance significantly above
that found in the original Zack et al. (2009) paper.
On the other hand, the language cues presented in the object
label plus verb conditions did not contain articles; rather the
object labels and verb were presented in isolation. It is possible
that the omission of the article before the noun removed a cue that
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infants of this age need. Prior research suggests that the inclusion
of an article plus count noun enhances generalization in
3D ﬁ 3D tasks relative to empty labels (Herbert, 2011) or an
object label presented in isolation (Keates & Graham, 2008) for
infants between 12 and 16 months of age. Findings from a recent
study examining transfer from 2D to 3D (Keates, Graham &
Ganea, 2010), however, suggest that the absence of a count noun
is probably not the sole explanation for why infants in the touch
screen transfer task failed to exploit the verbal cues. Keates et al.
(2010) found that marking a novel label as a count noun within a
phrase (e.g., “This is a blicket” rather than “blicket”) did not
enhance 18-month-olds’ transfer of learning from a target action
depicted in a picture book to a corresponding real-world, 3D
object. This finding is consistent with the results of the present
study in which a static image was presented on a touch screen.
At first glance, the Keates et al. (2010) and present findings
appear to be inconsistent with those of Ganea et al. (2008), who
found that 15- and 18-month-olds successfully used shared nonsense count nouns to transfer between novel picture book images
and their real-world referents. However, there are two important
points to note about the Ganea et al. (2008) study. First, the 15month-olds experienced difficulty with the task, and the authors
had to adapt the procedure by removing the images from the book
to facilitate transfer. Second, the infants’ task was simply to point
to the corresponding object or image, and not to manipulate it or
demonstrate that it functions in the same way. We would argue
that pointing to a corresponding object or image is a less demanding task than demonstrating its functional equivalence.
Although naming the object or providing a simple label of the
object and action were not facilitative in the present study with
15-month-old infants, researchers have shown that providing a
meaningful narration (including both object labels and a description of the events) during encoding help older infants and young
children in cross-dimension generalization tasks (e.g., Seehagen
& Herbert, 2010; Simcock & DeLoache, 2006; Simcock et al.,
2011). Further empirical investigation is needed to examine
whether the addition of narration and other types of language cues
will facilitate transfer on the touch screen task at different ages.
One limitation in this study is that infants’ performance in the
2D baseline condition was relatively high compared to infants’
performance in the 3D baseline condition. This difference
prompted us to analyze the data using difference scores so that
infants’ transfer performance was considered relative to the average baseline score for their corresponding test dimension. There
are a couple potential explanations for the difference in infants’
baseline performance. First, the higher 2D baseline found in this
study is largely attributable to the response of one child who
pushed the virtual button on the 2D image for both stimuli. Second, pushing the virtual button on a touch screen requires a less
specific motor action than pushing the real button on the 3D
object; the virtual button might be more easily triggered by a child
who touches the screen a lot compared to exploration of the 3D
object.
Taken together, the findings from this study suggest that the
relationship between processing language cues and learning the
functionality of a 2D image and its correspondence to a 3D object
might have taxed infants’ already fragile representational system
(Barr, 2010; DeLoache, 1991; Fernald et al., 2001). Interestingly,
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developmental cognitive neuroscience research has demonstrated
that infants have different event-related potential (ERP) responses
to real-world objects and 2D representations of them – the neural
signature for recognition of familiar versus novel objects (e.g., a
favorite toy) occurs significantly faster when the objects are presented in 3D than when presented in 2D (Carver, Meltzoff &
Dawson, 2006). This provides converging support for the idea
that there is an added task difficulty involved in mapping from 3D
objects to their corresponding 2D representations (the crossdimension transfer problem). Infants are also novice language
learners, and as such, might not be able to flexibly apply verbal
cues when they are paired with a demanding perceptual-cognitive
transfer task. Further research should be directed to examining
transfer of learning between real-world objects and 2D representations to determine why it might be difficult for young children to
transfer learning on tasks requiring them to understand the functional equivalence between 3D and 2D and to act appropriately.
The touch screen paradigm provides a good method for examining
representational flexibility in young infants on a task that involves
transferring of action across dimensions.
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